
A2 Pools APBR and APKP 

If you are called to turn out of Erwin to either Brice or Dante, VA please 

submit the claim below for documentation as a violation of our 

collective bargaining agreement. 

We have requested the Labor Relations department revisit the trip 

rates out of Erwin due to several calls out of terminal changing or our 

engineers not being allowed miles they are instructed to run. 

When turning to Dante, claim the difference in the mileage you incur 

and mileage you are allowed on the trip rate. The claim will be for 48 

miles on this claim. 

When turning to Brice out of Erwin claim the mileage difference you are 

required to run/taxi and the Spartanburg trip rate they are allowing 

you. If they only allow the Bostic trip rate, do the same. The claim will 

be for 117 miles on a turn out of Erwin to Brice. 

On any call you receive out of the Hotel to Brice and then go to Erwin or 

are called out of Erwin on a train , run to Brice then lap back to Bostic, 

claim the mileage over 130 miles you are shorted. This should be 18 

miles if on Bostic trip rate and 7 miles if on a Spartanburg trip rate as it 

adds up to 148 miles. 

We will submit the claims according to the RLA to support the 

grievance submitted to Labor Relations by this local. 

 

 

 



Ex: code TA 

Subdivision code = ca, cm that applies to your a2 assignment   

$76.80 for Dante trip 

$188.37 for a turn from Erwin to Brice and back to Erwin. 

$28.98 for Erwin to Brice then lap back to Bostic. This is the same claim 

if called out of the hotel in Bostic to go into Brice and then run to Erwin.  

Be sure to include in your text the date, train Id , milepost locations you 

were instructed to run to and from and that you were instructed to run 

more mileage than trip rate allows per 2003 trip rate agreement case # 

13252 section 1 para. A. 

 

Important note: 

If you were called to Spartanburg when going to Brice and then 

required to lap back to Bostic and tie up you are due tying up short of 

destination. 

SSA article 46 states you will be considered on duty and under pay after 

legal rest and should be submitted under code ks with detailed 

information. Do not confuse this nor turn in under code 09 as held 

away is a totally different article when claiming pay. Example: if you 

stay 15:30 you would claim 3 hours code ks under article 46 and then 

claim 30 minutes under 09 per article 8.  


